In this paper, we propose a new method based on Chinese keyword search to select the WAV or MP3 files in audio post-production. First, we listen to each file and label it with Chinese characters, and then classify and store the files in a relational database system. Then, we use the techniques of Chinese keyword search to match query characters and the tuple characters quickly, and to compute similarities between the query and candidate tuples. For the characteristics of Chinese keyword search, we present a ranking strategy and an algorithm to refine the candidate tuples resulting from the first round matching, and finally get top-N results of audio files. The experimental results show that our method is efficient and effective.
Introduction
Audio retrieval has gained more attention of the research community, involving speech, music, and general environmental sounds [1, 2] . The existing work includes mainly four types: the methods based on DCMI (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative), techniques of traditional information retrieval (IR), content-based retrieval, and the retrieval methods for special audio information. In general, speech can be transformed into text by using the automatic speech recognition (ASR), and then we employ IR techniques for speech indexing and retrieval. Music retrieval will be based on pitch and a set of features, including structured music and sample-based music. For general environmental sounds, audio retrieval will deal with a variety of sound data such as bird songs, thunders, and applause. For the applications of general-purpose sounds, there are many challenging problems in audio retrieval, which requires specialized audio features.
In audio post-production of a film or a television program, the sound files are managed generally by a file system (say, explorer.exe in Windows XP). To obtain a desired audio in thousands of files, a user has to open some files and listen carefully to them one by one and again and again, it is not easy for the user to find audio files manually in the file system. In this paper we give a framework of managing sounds files by using a relational database management system (RDBMS) and the techniques of Chinese keyword search for audio retrieval.
Inspired by the success of free-form keyword search on information retrieval (IR) and Web search engines, i.e., it is popular to users who need not know query languages and the structure of underlying data. Researches of English keyword search with IR-style free-form in relational databases have been extensively studied since 2002 [3] [4] [5] . For the differences between Chinese and English, [6] proposed a method to process the Chinese keyword search. We will utilize the methods in [6, 7] for our audio retrieval in audio post-production, and then deal with top-N keyword queries. For example, if the description of a tuple t 0 has seven Chinese characters meaning "sound of windbell, slowly" in underlying database, and a query Q has also seven Chinese characters with the same meaning as t 0 matching five Chinese characters with t 0 but not matching completely, then we can obtain the top-N results sorted by a ranking strategy, and the tuple t 0 will be in the results since there are five matching Chinese characters between query Q and t 0 , and the matching characters lead to a high similarity. Of course, the tuple t 1 with six Chinese characters meaning 'sound of gentle wind, slowly' may be in the top-N results with four matching Chinese characters for Q, and will rank behind the tuple t 0 . Classifications and descriptions for sound files are the key steps in developing our application, which are heavy work manually. The attribute Description in SoundTable will play an important role in our application since reading text costs much less than hearing a sound file. For instance, a Description has thirty-three Chinese characters meaning 'in a quiet street, at 1 minute 25 second, a person coughing far away, at 2 minute 10 second, sound of leaves trembling in a fit of breeze'.
Concepts and terminologies
Tuple word: Consider a relation R with m text attributes {A 1 , A 2 , …, A m } and n tuples (i.e., |R| = n). For a tuple t∈R and attribute A∈{A 1 ,
consists of one or more Chinese character(s), which is denoted by
is called a Chinese tuple word (or a tuple word, for short). Also, we do not distinguish "Chinese character" and "Chinese word" in the following discussion. A Chinese phrase will contains two or more Chinese characters/Chinese words.
Index Table: An Index Table is composed of tuple words and their related information extracted from the database, its schema is TupleTable(wid, word, size, DBValue), where wid is the primary key. For a tuple t∈R and an attribute A ∈{A 1 , A 2 , …, A m }, a tuple word z ∈ t[A] will be stored in the text attribute word. DBValue is a text attribute with form "tid,cid,dl,tf,df;…; tid,cid,dl,tf,df;", where tid is the identifier of t, cid is the identifier of attribute (or column)
which contains the tuple word z , tf is the number of occurrences of z in the cell with tid and cid, df is the number of cells that have the same cid and contain z, equivalently, df = |{t k ; z∈ t k [A]}|. The attribute size is the total number of cells that contain z, that is, the number of semicolons (";") in DBvalue.
Query: A query Q is a set of Chinese query words with or without some semicolons,
Simple query: A simple query Q s is the query Q without semicolon. Q s has the form of {q 1 q 2 …q i } .
Complex query: A complex query Q c is composed of two or more Q s s. Q c = {q 1 q 2 …q i ;…;q 1 q 2 …q k } = {Q s 1 ; …; Q s p }. Length: The length of a query Q c is the total number of query words contained in the query,
Index and Ranking strategy
The index techniques and ranking strategies play important roles in processing of top-N queries (or ranking queries) [6, 7] , and are described in this section.
Structure of cwIndex.
A. Creation of cwIndex
The relation TupleTable in Section II is employed to store the information of our cwIndex (stands for Chinese word index) used in our application. The structure of cwIndex is shown in Figure 1 , which consists of one hash table, one word-list, and d db-lists where d is the size of word-list. The To evaluate a query, we can use two storing strategies. Strategy-1, the entire cwIndex is in main memory. Strategy-2 will store db-lists in fixed disk and only load the hash table and word-list into main memory. Strategy-2 will be used in our experiments.
B. Ranking Strategy
For a query Q, to rank its answers, we define the similarities between the query and tuples based on the ranking model in IR described in [9] . For the query Q and a tuple t, our ranking strategy will be given according to the similarities below: (1) shows that the similarity between Q c and t is the sum of similarities between t and Q s for all Q s ∈Q c . The similarity between Q s and t is the product of parameter y (which we will discuss in the following Section IV.B) and the maximum value of similarities between Q s and t[A i ]∈t (i=1,2,…,m), as shown in (2) . Equation (3) calculates the similarity between Q s and t[A i ] by the inner product function, where weight(q, Q s ) is the appearance frequency of query word q in query Q s . Component weight(z, t[A i ]) computes a weight for each tuple word z in the text attribute t[A i ]. Equation (4) being one of the most widely used weighting methods in IR [9], we employ it to compute the weight of a tuple word z in t[A i ], where s is a constant and usually set to 0.2, avdl is the average length of t[A i ](t∈R), and n = |R| is the total number of tuples in R.
Evaluation of Chinese keyword Query
For a given query Q = Q s or Q = Q c = {Q s 1 ; Q s 2 ;…;Q s p }, without loss of generality, let Q = Q c . Firstly, obtain its candidate tuples using cwIndex. Secondly, based on our ranking strategy, a ranking algorithm is defined such that the more relevant answers for the query are ranked higher. Thirdly, a refined method with phrase-based ranking is introduced to find the high-ranking desired answers from the candidate tuples. Finally, output ranked top-N results with similarities by friendly user interface. These methods guarantee the efficiency and effectiveness of Q.
C. Seraching and Randing of Candicate Tupels
To obtain and rank candidate tuples of Q is based on the hypothesis: the answers of Q are the tuples that contains the query words as many as possible. Thus, we design the procedure that consists of linked lists as shown in Figure 2 . The nodes of lists are generated dynamically in the processing of the query, meanwhile the lists are built and candidate tuples are ranked. Figure 2 includes two parts: R-part is the right part, i.e., the part in the pane with real line; L-part is the left part outside the pane.
(1) R-part contains two layers of lists, hash-list→{spid-list}, which are used to find the candidate tuples. For hash list hash-list, the structure of its bucket is Bucket (B, pspid, pnext) , B is the value of hash function at a tuple identifier (tid), and B := int(tid) mod 100 in our experiments. In order to speed up matching, we sort the buckets of hash-list decreasingly according to their values {Bucket.B}. The pointer pspid points to the first node of spid-list, and the pointer pnext points to the next Bucket of hash-list. For list spid-list, its node is indicated by Spid with structure {tid, pseindex, pspid} where tid is tuple identifier, pointer pspid points to the next node of list spid-list, and pointer pseindex points to the corresponding node of list seindex-list in L-Part. There is a one-to-one correspondence of nodes of spid-list to nodes of seindex-list in Figure 2 . Lists of seraching and randing of candicate tupels.
(2) L-Part includes three layers of lists, that is, sco-list→{seindex-list→{detail-list}} (notice that the third layer list detail-list is not drawn in Figure 2 ). L-Part is applied to rank the candidate tuples. the structure of node iofsco is {sco, pseindex, pnext, pprior}, and The nodes {iofsco} of list sco-list are sorted decreasingly by the values of iofsco.sco. Since a tuple word z may appear in multiple tuples, the value of sco is the number of query words that belong to a tuple in underlying database. The nodes with the same value of sco are inserted into list seindex-list pointed by pointer pseindex. For double-linked list seindex-list, its nodes are sorted decreasingly by the values of Seindex.ssco, the node of seindex-list is denoted by Seindex with the structure of {tid, sco, ssco, pdetail, pnext, pprior }, where ssco is used to store the similarity between a query and a tuple computed by a procedure, and pointer pdetail points to list detail-list not drawn in Figure 2 . The node of detail-list is indicated by Detail with structure {zid, cid, dl, tf, df, size, pnext}, where zid is the pointer of the array that stores the word z, the array will store the codes of GB2312-80 for Chinese words with tupleidentifier Seindex.tid and column-identifier Detail.cid, cid is the column-identifier (or called attribute-identifier) that the Chinese word belongs to the value of tuple tid at the attribute cid, size is the number of tuples in the underlying database.
D. Refined Method with Phrase-based Ranking
Equation (5) in the Section III.B, y = max(c)/l a , adjusts the similarity between a query Q s and a tuple t in (2) , where c is the longest length of the matching substring between Q s and t[A i ] (A i ∈{ A 1 , …, A m }), and l a is the length of t[A a ] that corresponds with the length c. For instance, Q s = {…q i q i+1 …q j ...}, t[A i ] = {…z m z m+1 …z n …} (i<j, m<n), if q i = z m , q i+1 = z m+1 , …, q j = z n and the matching substring "q i q i+1 …q j " (= "z m z m+1 …z n " in t[A i ]) is the longest one, then c = | q i q i+1 …q j | = j−i+1(= | z m z m+1 …z n |) .
experiments
Our experiments are carried out using Microsoft's SQL Server 2000 and VC++6.0 on a PC with Windows XP, Intel(R) Core2 Duo 2.0 GHz CPU, and 2.0GB memory. In addition, ODBC and ODBC API functions are used in our implementations. The real dataset contains 500 WAV or MP3 sound files that come from a foley library as described in Section II.
The parameters that we change in the experiments are the number of query words and the number N of results requested in top-N queries. The workload contains 100 queries, and is used to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of our method. The number of query words is between 2 and 16, and N will be 1, 3, 10, 20, or 50 for top-N queries.
In the following figures, the suffixes "1", "3", . . . , and "50" of legends indicate the top-1, top-3, . . . , and top-50 queries, respectively. For all queries, the average elapsed times including Index-time and Result-time are not larger than hundreds of milliseconds. Our method is efficient due to the efficiency of RDBMS. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show recalls and precisions of top-N results of keyword queries respectively. In Figure 3 , with the increase of N, recall will become larger. The reason is that the total number of results desired in the database is constant, while the number of matching tuples in the top-N results will increase as N becomes larger. The precision in Figure 4 is calculated by the actual number of results returned rather than the value of N for each query. With the increase of N, precisions will decrease. Usually, the more concrete queries are, the more accurate answers will be obtained, and the number of results will be less than N for larger N's (say N = 50) in our experiments.
Conclusions
For a framework of managing sound files by using a relational database management system, we proposed a new method based on Chinese keyword search to select the WAV or MP3 files in audio post-production. We listen to each file and label it with Chinese words, and then classify and store the files in a relational database system. The basic idea of techniques of Chinese keyword search is to create an index and build a ranking strategy. Thus, we can use Chinese keyword queries to find audio files. For a query, we employ the index to match query words and tuple words quickly, and use the ranking strategy to compute similarities between the query and candidate tuples, and finally get top-N results of audio files ranked by similarities. The experimental results show that our method is efficient and effective.
